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                                       M.A. English – I year 
 

Paper 1.1 : Linguistics 
 

UNIT-I 

              

               Linguistics: Characteristics of language -  what is linguistics -  famous 

linguistics. 

 

UNIT-II 

 

             Language acquisition – Theories of acquisition – behaviorism – cognitivism – 

language acquisition and learning – role of formal instruction – language variation 

 

UNIT-III  

 

            Language in society –dialectologist – teaching writing skills – sub skills of 

writing – writing and speaking skills – teaching speaking skills – improving speaking 

skills – group activity. 

      

 

UNIT-IV 

 

            Phonology – organs of speech – the vowels of English – consonants of English – 

transcription – intonation – morpheme – semantics – pragmatics – discourse – phonemes. 

        

UNIT-V 

 

Grammar- grammar in the past – changes in grammar- structuralist view of 

grammar – IC Analysis – Basic assumptions of structuralists – Eugene Nida and 

construction types – limitations – transformational grammar- functioning – 

transformational grammar and passive transformation. 

 

Prescribed text books: 

 

1. Robins                          : general linguistics  

 

2. J. Lyons                        : introduction to theoretical linguistics  

 

3. F. Palmer                      : grammar 

 

4. T. Balasubramanian      : a text book of English phonetics for Indian students  

 

5. Daniel Jones                  : pronouncing dictionary 



Paper 1.2 : Modern English Structure and Principles of Writing 

 

Objectives: 

 

This course aims at; 

1. Giving students a knowledge of the mechanics of English grammar and basic 

structures of the English language  

2. Teaching them how to write well planned and cohesive paragraph and essays 

3. Enabling them to distinguish between the different types of writing – 

expository, descriptive , narrative and persuasive and to acquire the skills 

needed for each  

4. Equipping the students to write a good research paper  

 

UNIT-I 

 

       The purpose of writing – fundamental purpose in writing – types of writing – reader 

purpose – types of prose 

 

UNIT-II 

 

       Mechanics of writing – hand writing – spelling – simplicity – spacing – uniformity – 

writing process- The pre – writing stage activities – controlled practice – directed practice 

– free writing – Style of writing - emphasis 

  

UNIT-III 

 

      Paragraph writing – rules for developing a paragraph – principles of paragraph 

structure  

 

UNIT-1V 

 

       Essay writing – characteristics of an essay – structure of an essay – beginning – 

middle – end – point of view – persona - tone 

 

UNIT-V 

 

          Types of writings – expository writing – descriptive writing – narrative writing - 

persuasive writing- writing a research paper – introduction – objectives- selection of topic 

– documentation – bibliography and footnotes – primary and secondary sources – cards – 

working bibliography  

 

Books recommended: 

 

Thomas S. Kane, the oxford Guide to writing, A Rhetoric and handbook for college 

students 

Holt                       - Effective writing 



Palmer                   - A grammar of English  

Leech and Swatik   - A grammar of modern English  



Paper 1.3 : Women’s Studies in Relation to Literature 

 

Objectives: 

             The course introduces the history of ideas as well as to feminism. It contains the 

classical western texts of feminism in the nineteenth and twentieth century. 

 

 

UNIT-I  

John Stuart Mill     : The subjection of women 

Mary Wollstonecraft    : Vindications of the rights of women 

 

 

UNIT-II 

 Margaret Fuller  : The great lawsuit – Man versus men 

            Margaret Sanger      :   My right for birth control 

            Chorlotte Perkin Gliman : women and economics 

  

 

UNIT-III 

            Virginia Woolf      : a room of  one‟s own ( extract ) 

Simone de beauvior : the second sex ( extract ) 

 United nations declaration of women‟s rights 

 

UNIT-IV  

Selections from the history of women suffrage  

Kate millet            : sexual politics ( II chapter ) 

 

 

UNIT- V  

 

Betty Frieden      : Feminine mystique chapter XIV 

Germaine Greer   : Female Eunach chapter I  

  

Selections are taken from the feminist papers from Adams to de Beauvoir (1988 ) 

 

                              



Paper 1.4: William Shakespeare 

 

 UNIT-I  

 

           William Shakespeare – An introduction – Shakespeare and his age – life and 

works of Shakespeare 

 Elizabethen theatres and audience – history of Elizabethan drama – theatre – the 

Elizabethen age as reflected in Shakespeare‟s plays. 

 

UNIT-II 

 

            General Shakespeare – criticism – imagery – women characters in Shakespeare – 

Shakespeare‟s theatre and audience  

 Hamlet – Hamlet the play – Act I-IV – character sketches – the imagery of the 

play. 

 

 

UNIT-III 

 

            Twelfth Night – A special introduction – an outline of the story – Act I-V – 

character sketches – Twelfth Night as a romantic comedy – the title of the play 

 

 

UNIT-IV 

 

      The Tempest – An outline story of the play – Act I-V, The Tempest – why is it not a 

comedy or a tragedy? The elements of romance in “the tempest”, the supernatural 

elements of the play, the love between Ferdinand and Miranda, is the play a romantic 

drama? Characters of the play   

 

UNIT-V  

 

Henry IV – part I – Shakespeare‟s historical plays – Henry IV part I – An outline story – 

Act I-V, Shakespeare‟s concept of the ideal king as presented in Henry IV, part I, Henry 

Part I as a historical play – character sketches 

 



                                 PAPER 1.5 : AMERICAN LITERATURE  

 

UNIT-I  

 

         Emily Dickinson  :  because I could not stop for death  

         Robert frost           : mending walls  

         Walt Whitman      :  passage to India 

 

UNIT-II 

          Emerson               :  Bramah 

          Sylvia Plath          :  tulips  

          Roetheke              :  my papa waltz 

 

UNIT –II  

 

        Ralph Waldo Emerson    : the American scholar  

        Henry James     : the art of fiction  

 

UNIT-IV 

 

         Eugine o‟ Neil    : the emperor Jones  

         Arthur Miller      : all my sons 

 

UNIT-V 

 

 William Faulkner – As I lay dying 

            Heminway          : a farewell to arms  

            Toni Morrison    : the bluest eye  

            Alice walker      : color purple  

                                       



                                          II – YEAR 

 

PAPER VI: ENGLISH LITERATURE TWENTIETH CENTURY 

 

UNIT-I 

 Poetry 

Hopkins                       : Windhover, spring and fall, pied beauty 

W.B. Yeats                  : Easter 1916, Byzantium, sailing to Byzantium 

T.S. Eliot                     : the waste land 

UNIT-II 

Poetry 

W.B. Yeats                   :  Second coming, among school children 

Dylon Thomas             :   After the funeral 

Ted Hughes                  :  Thrushes  

UNIT-III 

Drama 

1. Osborne             : waiting for Godot 

2. G.B. Shaw         : apple cart 

3. singe                  :  riders in the sea 

 

UNIT-IV 

Prose 

E.M. Forster                  : what I believe 

George orwell               : „politics and the English language‟ (the animal farm)‟  

                                        „shooting of the elephant ) 

T.S. Eliot                       : tradition and individual talent 

 

UNIT-V 

Fiction  

Virginia wolf                 : to the lighthouse 

James Joyce                   : the portrait of the artist as a young man 

E.M. Forster                   : a passage to India 



 

            

                      PAPER    II: LITERARY CRITICISM 

 

UNIT-I 

       

           Aristotle                       : Poetics 

           Sir Philip Sidney          : an Apologic for Poesie 

 

UNIT-II 

 

         John Dryden                     : essay on dramatic Poesie 

         Samuel Johnson               :  preface to Shakespeare (Neoclassic criticism) 

 

UNIT-III 

 

        William Wordsworth          : preface to lyrical ballads (Romantic criticism) 

 S.T.Coleridge       :  Biographia Literaria chapter XIV 

            Shelley                            : defense of poetry 

 

UNIT-IV 

 

         T.S. Eliot                             : Traditional and individual talent 

         Virginia Woolf                   : Modern fiction  

 

UNIT-V 

 

         Elaine Showalter                  : Towards feminine poetics 

         Cleanth brooks                     : The primacy of the reader 

 

 

 

 



TEXT PRESCRIBED: 

 

1. The English critical tradition Vol, 1 & 2 ed., S. Ramaswamy & V.S. Sethuraman, 

Macmillan, madras , 1978 

2. Contemporary criticism : an anthology , ed. V.S. Sethuraman, Macmillan, madras, 

1989 

 

 



                                          PAPER VIII: TRANSLATION  

 

UNIT-I 

         Translation and the Romans – theories – translation in the pre linguistic Era – 

modern theories – translation theory – Catfords theory – relatinist and universal theory if 

situational dimensions 

UNIT –II 

Translation history and theory – translation in the 12
th

 century – the eduative role 

of translation – the rise and development of Arabian learning  - translation and printing – 

translation and the renaissance – translation in the 17
th
 century – Dryden‟s role – 

translation in the 18
th
, 19

th
 and 20

th
 century. 

 

UNIT-III 

             Translation of the binle – problems of translation – translation procedure – 

Newmark‟s condemnation of transference – Nida‟s approval of transference  

 

UNIT-IV 

              Components of lexical meaning- anesmorphism of language – lexical 

equivalence in translation – catford and Nida – comparison – Susan Bassnett on 

equivalence -  translation of literature – translation of technical books – translation theory 

in practice – the relevance of translation – in today‟s world – Popvitch‟s levels of 

equivalence – Nida the ultimate translator – descriptive translation studies – Holmes 

translation analysis – Lambert‟s  model of translation – translation in India  

UNIT-V 

            Machine translation during 1954-66, 1966-75, 1975-85 – latest developments in 

machine translation – limitations – communicating with machine – brief history of 

machine translation – correlatives in translatability 

 

PRESCRIBED TEXTS: 

Nida, language structure and translation 

Catford, a linguistic theory of translation 

Susan basnett, translation studies 



 

PAPER IX: MASS COMMUNICATION 

 

 

UNIT-I 

Communication studies – non verbal communication – animal communication – 

mass communication – history – development – communication studies – types – 

communication media – theory – mapping – models of communication – Lamwells – 

Shannon and Weaver‟s Osgood and Schcamm‟s – Schramm‟s – media laws – during the 

British Raj – Vernacular Press Act – Indian Press Act. 

 

UNIT-II 

          Writing for news – basics of news – characteristics – guidelines and tips for writing 

headlines – news paper – categories – norms of journalistic conduct – principles - ethics 

 

UNIT-III 

         News story- classification – tips on writing the news story – headlines- features – 

types of features – advertising – history – types of advertising – freelance – cartoons – 

interviews – letters to the editors – news releases – elements of press releases – listing 

events in the community calendars – film reviews – writing for Radio and televisions  

 

UNIT-IV 

           Mass media- history  -purpose- different forms of mass media – history of press 

and press laws – censorship – history of press in Britain – America –Leading journalist in 

India 

 

UNIT-V 

          History of press in India -  Press council – objects – functions – powers of Bengal 

Gazatte 

 

 

 



PAPER X: ENGLISH FOR BUSINESS COMMUNICATION 

 

 

UNIT-I 

          Communication, definition, types, process, communication skills, barriers to 

communication – significance of body language – facets of body language – gestures – 

posture- key concepts of body language – limitations of body language 

 

UNIT-II  External communication ( written ): 

Guidelines for composing  letters – business letters essentials of effective letters – 

structure of a business letter – types of business letters- application letters and types – 

preparing the resume – key concepts – internal communication ( notices)- agenda – 

definition minutes – technical proposal – key concepts  

 

UNIT-III : Visual communication  

Advantages of visual presentation – types of visuals – tables – forms – designing forms- 

reply forms line graphs- rectilinear graphs – semi- log graphs- charts- organizations 

charts- flow charts- gantt charts- pie charts- maps and diagrams- computer graphics. 

 

UNIT-IV  

             Reading comprehension – differential reading speed tests –uses of dictionary- 

publicity materials – the uses of dictions- spelling- syllabication- accentuation 

 

UNIT-V 

          Business oral communication- speaking skills – listening skills- using the 

telephone- interviews – types of interviews – public speaking – voice- speed of delivery- 

enunciation and pronunciation – accent – relaxation techniques – perfectionism – diction- 

some techniques for oral presentation – group discussion- characteristics of a group – 

types of group.  

 


